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Third Quarter 2013 Highlights

Portfolio Performance
• Performance in line with expectations
• Excluding early termination, occupancy would have increased to 90.1%
• Mexico continues to be attractive destination for corporates

Markets • Well positioned to capitalize on trends in the medium / long term
• Increased rental rates in 10 cities including key markets such as Puebla

Acquisitions

• Closed on 15 industrial properties early in Q413; expected to generate 
~Ps.0.11 per CBFI of FFO* in 2014

• Other announced acquisitions expected to close in 4Q13
• Reviewing strong pipeline of opportunities

MMREIT Property 

Administration

• Readying internal property administration platform; carefully selected a 
team to administer the platform

• MMREIT expects economies of scale as portfolio expands
• GE / CPA property administration agreements to expire in December 2013

Leasing Activity
• Customer retention increased to 65%
• Rollout of customer marketing program
• New and renewed leases of 618,855 square feet in the third quarter
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*FFO is equal to NOI minus corporate expenses, net finance costs and management fee
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Third Quarter 2013 Financial Performance

Metric Quarter Ended September 30, 

2013

Nine Months Ended September 

30, 2013

Total revenues Ps.413.5 million Ps.1.23 billion
Net operating income Ps.376.1 million Ps.1.11 billion
Net profit Ps.247.1 million Ps.1.05 billion
Funds from operations1 Ps.259.8 million Ps.688.5 million

1. FFO is equal to NOI minus corporate expenses, net finance costs and management fee
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Funds From Operations (“FFO”)
As of September 30, 2013

Ps. ('000) 

Net operating income1 376,050
Fund expenses (52,679)
EBITDA 323,371

Interest income 55,467
Interest expense2 (119,004)
Funds From Operations 259,834
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1- NOI is based upon accounting profit for the period adjusted for certain items 
2- Excludes amortization of certain non-cash items
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Distributions

Principal drivers supporting our distribution guidance* include:

 Year-end occupancy expected to be 90%, in line with historical performance
 Rental rates remaining flat for the year
 NOI Margin of approximately 90% (YTD)

*The distribution guidance is based on operating cash flow assumptions of the initial industrial portfolio only
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MMREIT’s distribution policy is to pay quarterly cash distributions 

First Quarter

Distribution of Ps.0.47 per 

CBFI

Full Year 2013 Guidance

Distribution guidance of Ps.1.80 to Ps.2.00 per CBFI

Second Quarter

Distribution of Ps.0.50 per 

CBFI

Third Quarter

Distribution of Ps.0.50 per 

CBFI
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Third Quarter 2013Operating Highlights

NORTH BAJIO CENTRAL OTHER TOTAL

Number of buildings 192 21 30 1 244
Number of tenants 238 31 66 2 337
Square Meters ‘000s 1,975 291 208 18 2,491
Occupancy 87.3% 100% 96.5% 100% 89.6%
% Annualized Base Rent 76.3% 13.2% 9.7% 0.9% 100%
Avg. Monthly Rent per Leased m2 US$4.48 US$4.58 US$4.87 US$4.87 US$4.53
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Next 12 months expirations by quarter – 19%1 portfolio rollover

34.3%

20.5%
23.2%

22.0%

4Q13 1Q14 2Q14 3Q14

1.- As a percentage of leased area
2.- Includes three leases that expired on September 30, 2013

28 leases

14 leases 22 leases 22 leases
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Leasing Activity

 New and renewed leases totaling 618,855 square feet (57,493 square meters) during the 
quarter

 New and renewed leases totaling 2,741,428 square feet (254,687 square meters) year-
to-date

 Examples of notable leases include:
 New leases to fill 502,000 square foot property vacated via early termination in 4Q12; 

leased vacated space in less than nine months
 114,030 square foot lease expansion in Puebla for a 7-year term
 100,000 4-year lease agreement in Nogales

 Focused on understanding the needs of our customer and our competitive set
 Roll out of advertising / marketing campaign
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MMREIT is well positioned to capitalize on leasing trends
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Internal Property Administration Platform

 Internal platform will be a full-service property administration platform: property 
management, engineering, legal, accounting and leasing

 Enhance customer experience by managing all touch points
 Carefully selected team of experienced and customer focused real estate professionals
 Platform will result in stronger customer relationships, improved cost management, and 

real-time information flow
 MMREIT expects to derive economies of scale as it expands portfolio of properties 
 Optimizing property condition is a key focus of the new platform
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MMREIT is readying its internal property administration platform for launch in January 2013
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Looking Ahead
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Leveraging of manager 

experience

Seamless launch of 

internal platform

Portfolio Diversification

Active property 

management
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Important Information

This document is being distributed on behalf of Macquarie México Real Estate
Management, S.A. de C.V. (“MMREM”), as manager, acting in the name and on behalf
of Deutsche Bank México, S.A., Institución de Banca Múltiple, División Fiduciaria
(“Deutsche Bank”), as trustee, of Macquarie Mexican REIT (“MMREIT”).

As used herein, the name "Macquarie" or "Macquarie Group" refers to Macquarie Group
Limited and its worldwide subsidiaries, affiliates and the funds that they manage. Unless
otherwise noted, references to “we” “us”, “our” and similar expressions are to MMREM,
as manager, acting in the name and on behalf of Deutsche Bank, as trustee, of
MMREIT.

This document does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any
securities. This document is an outline of matters for discussion only and no
representations or warranties are given or implied. This document does not contain all
the information necessary to fully evaluate any transaction or investment, and you
should not rely on the contents of this document. Any investment decision should be
made based solely upon appropriate due diligence and, if applicable, upon receipt and
careful review of any offering memorandum or prospectus.

This document includes forward-looking statements that represent our opinions,
expectations, beliefs, intentions, estimates or strategies regarding the future, which may
not be realized. These statements may be identified by the use of words like
“anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “plan,” “will,” “should,” “seek,”
and similar expressions. The forward-looking statements reflect our views and
assumptions with respect to future events as of the date of this document and are
subject to risks and uncertainties.

Actual and future results and trends could differ materially from those described by such
statements due to various factors, including those beyond our ability to control or
predict. Given these uncertainties, you should not place undue reliance on the forward-
looking statements. We do not undertake any obligation to update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise.

No risk control mitigant is failsafe. Notwithstanding the mitigants described herein,
losses may occur as a result of identified or unidentified risks. Past performance is no
indication of future performance.

Certain information in this document identified by footnotes has been obtained from
sources that we consider to be reliable and is based on present circumstances, market
conditions and beliefs. We have not independently verified this information and cannot
assure you that it is accurate or complete. The information in this document is presented
as of its date. It does not reflect any facts, events or circumstances that may have arisen
after that date. We have no obligation to update this document or correct any inaccuracies
or omissions in it. Any financial projections have been prepared and set out for illustrative
purposes only and do not in any manner constitute a forecast. They may be affected by
future changes in economic and other circumstances and you should not place undo
reliance on any such projections.

Recipients of this document should neither treat nor rely on the contents of this document
as advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters and are advised to consult their
own professional advisers.

No member of the Macquarie Group accepts any liability whatsoever for a direct, indirect,
consequential or other loss arising from any use of this document and/or further
communication in relation to this document.

Any discussion in this document of past or proposed investment opportunities should not
be relied upon as any indication of future deal flow.

Other than Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542 (“MBL”), none of the entities
noted in this document is an authorized deposit-taking institution for the purposes of
Banking Act 1959 (Commonwealth of Australia). The obligations of these entities do not
represent deposits or other liabilities of MBL. MBL does not guarantee or otherwise provide
assurance in respect of the obligations of these entities.
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